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The Unified Patent Court Agreement and the Amendment to the Brussels I Regulation (Recast)

PEDRO A. DE MIGUEL ASENSIO


1. Introduction*

Article 89 of the Agreement on a Unified Patent Court (UPC Agreement) makes the entry into force of the Agreement dependent upon, among other conditions, the entry into force of the amendments to Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 or Brussels I Regulation (recast)\(^1\) concerning its relationship with the Agreement. The Brussels I Regulation (recast) was adopted on 12 December 2012 to replace Regulation (EC) No 44/2001, and its provisions shall apply from 10 January 2015 (Article 81 Regulation No 1215/2012)\(^2\). On 26 July 2013 the European Commission adopted its Proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation No 1215/2012 to deal with the relationship between both instruments\(^3\). The proposed amendment is based on Article 81(2) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and is subject to the ordinary legislative procedure. The goal of the current review process is that the amendments to Regulation No 1215/2012 shall also apply from 10 January 2015 (Article 2 of the Proposal).

The basic goal of the UPC Agreement is the establishment of a unified court «for the settlement of disputes relating to European patents and European pa-

\(^1\) Regulation No 1215/2012 of 12 December 2012 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters (recast).


\(^3\) COM(2013) 554 final of 26 July 2013. Reproduced at the end of this volume, p. 227 ss.
tents with unitary effect» (Article 1), that shall replace the national courts of the Contracting Member States for the disputes falling within its exclusive competence. Pursuant to Article 32 UPC Agreement, the actions falling within the exclusive competence of the UPC include, among others, actions for actual or threatened infringements; actions for declarations of non-infringement; actions for provisional and protective measures and injunctions; actions and counterclaims for revocation of patents and for declaration of invalidity of supplementary protection certificates; actions for damages or compensation derived from the provisional protection conferred by a published European patent application; actions relating to the use of the invention prior to the granting of the patent or to the right based on prior use of the invention. National courts remain competent for actions relating to patents and supplementary protection certificates which do not come within the exclusive competence of the UPC (Article 32 of the UPC Agreement).

The UPC is a court common to the Contracting Member States and subject to EU law as any national court (Article 1 of the UPC Agreement), but not all EU Member States participate in the UPC Agreement. In particular, Spain and Poland have not signed the Agreement, while most of the signatories have not yet ratified it. Article 89(1) requires only the ratification or accession by thirteen Member States (including Germany, France and the United Kingdom) as one of the conditions for the entry into force of the Agreement, and Article 83 establishes a transitional period of seven years. Since the rules on international jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of judgments concerning the disputes falling within the competence of the UPC had previously been unified within the EU – and the EU had also concluded a parallel international convention covering such disputes –, the UPC Agreement does not lay down its own rules on international jurisdiction. Furthermore, under Article 71 of Regulation No 44/2001, Member States are prevented from concluding any new conventions that, in relation to particular matters, govern jurisdiction or the recognition or enforcement of judgments. Therefore, pursuant to Article 31 of the UPC Agreement, the international jurisdiction of the UPC shall be established in accordance with Regulation No 1215/2012 or, where applicable, on the basis of the Lugano Convention.

---

5 Pursuant to Article 83(1) of the UPC Agreement, during a transitional period of seven years after the date of entry into force of the Agreement, an action for infringement or for revocation of a European patent may still be brought before national courts or authorities.
7 Convention on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters, done at Lugano on 30 October 2007.
In order to ensure the proper coordination between the Brussels I Regulation (recast) and the UPC Agreement, the latter assumed that certain amendments were needed in Regulation No 1215/2012, as it was made explicit in Article 89 UPC Agreement. The present contribution discusses the amendments to the Brussels I Regulation (recast) envisaged in the Commission Proposal of 26 July 2013 and the text approved «in record time» by the Council on 6th December 2013.

2. Scope and limitations of the proposed amendments

As stated in its Explanatory Memorandum, the Commission proposal amending Regulation No 1215/2012 covers several issues deemed necessary to ensure the combined and coherent application of the Brussels I Regulation (recast), the UPC Agreement and a Protocol of 2012 to the Treaty establishing a Benelux Court of Justice, which is a court common to the Benelux countries having jurisdiction over certain subject matters such as intellectual property. This Protocol falls outside the scope of this contribution and hence the specific issues concerning the Benelux Court of Justice will not be discussed here.

In particular, the envisaged reform addresses the following four issues. The clarification in the text of the Regulation that the UPC is a ‘court’ within the meaning of the Brussels I Regulation. Since the UPC replaces national courts for certain disputes and the Brussels I Regulation (recast) does not include a complete set of rules on international jurisdiction vis-à-vis defendants domiciled in third States, but merely refers to national laws (Article 6), the reform establishes uniform rules with respect to international jurisdiction in proceedings against such defendants brought in the UPC. Additionally, the reform deals with the application of the rules on lis pendens and related actions of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) when proceedings are brought before the UPC and a court of a Member State to which the UPC Agreement does not apply. Finally, the reform ensures that the provisions of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) govern also the recognition and enforcement of judgments given by the UPC in Members States which are not Contracting Parties to the UPC Agreement.

The scope of the jurisdiction of the UPC with respect to patent disputes concerning States that do not participate in the UPC Agreement raises further considerations that are not addressed in the amendment to the Brussels I Regulation.
recast. Paradoxically, the implementation of the UPC Agreement seems to lead to some additional fragmentation concerning cross-border litigation of patent disputes. Since the UPC is established «for the settlement of disputes relating to European patents and European patents with unitary effect» (Article 1 of the UPC Agreement), the issue arises as to the treatment of those situations in which the courts of a Member State, pursuant to the Brussels I Regulation (recast) (for instance, as a result of the general rule based on the defendant’s domicile), have jurisdiction to adjudicate not only claims concerning the infringement by the defendant of a European patent but also the infringement by the defendant of patents granted in non-European States that fall outside the scope of the UPC. The national courts of the Contracting Member States to the UPC remain competent with respect to claims that do not concern European patents, to the extent that jurisdiction is granted to them under the Brussels I Regulation (recast), Lugano Convention or national legislation pursuant to Article 6 of the Brussels I Regulation (recast). Furthermore, the national courts of the Contracting Member States remain competent for actions relating to patents and supplementary protection certificates which do not fall within the exclusive competence of the Court (Article 32 of the UPC Agreement).

Focusing now on the proposed reform, the amendment of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) with a view to stating expressly that the UPC is to be considered a ‘court’ within the meaning of the Regulation is basically intended to provide predictability to defendants that as a result of the internal allocation of proceedings within the UPC may be sued at a location different from the Member State designated by the Regulation. The internal division of competences among the divisions of the UPC may lead to situations where a defendant is sued in the courts of its own domicile on the basis of Article 4 Brussels I Regulation (recast) before a division of the UPC that is really located in another Contracting State. Such a possibility also affects defendants domiciled in Member States – or in States parties to the Lugano Convention – that are not Contracting Parties to the UPC Agreement when they are sued before the UPC on the basis of other jurisdiction rules, such as «the place where the harmful event occurred or may occur» – Article 7(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) – or the place of performance of a contractual obligation – Article 7(1). According to the Commission’s view, expressed in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Proposal, «legal certainty and predictability for defendants requires that this change of territorial jurisdiction is set out clearly in the text of the Brussels I Regulation» 11. Therefore, a specific legislative amendment establishing that a court common to several Member States such as the UPC is a ‘court’ of a Member State for the purposes of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) was deemed necessary, and may now be found in Article 71(a) of the Proposal.

Apart from possible concerns as to the effectiveness of the method used to

properly safeguard the defendants’ interests, doubts may arise as to the coordi-
nation between the UPC Agreement and the 2007 Lugano Convention in the ab-
sence of an amendment to the Convention. The Lugano Convention does not
prejudice the application between the Member States of the EU of the Brussels I
Regulation as well as any amendments thereof – Article 64(1) of the Lugano
Convention.

Furthermore, by contrast with the Brussels I Regulation, the Lugano Conven-
tion does not prevent Contracting Parties from entering into new conventions
which in relation to particular matters govern jurisdiction or the recognition and
enforcement of judgments – Article 67(1) of the Lugano Convention. Notwith-
standing this, the UPC Agreement cannot be regarded as a Convention within
the meaning Article 67(1) of the Lugano Convention, and pursuant to Article 71
of Regulation No 44/2001, Member States of the Brussels I Regulation are pre-
vented from concluding such conventions. Hence the UPC lacks rules on inter-
national jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of judgments.

In accordance with Article 31 of the UPC Agreement, the Lugano Convention
is to be applied by the UPC in matters of jurisdiction, particularly where the de-
fendant is domiciled in the territory of a State where the Lugano Convention but
not the Brussels I Regulation applies, or where Articles 22 (exclusive jurisdic-
tion) or 23 (prorogation of jurisdiction) of the Lugano Convention confer jurisdic-
tion on the courts of such a State. Therefore, in the light of the Commission’s view
that the clarification in the Brussels I Regulation (recast) that the UPC is a ‘court’
of a Member State is essential to ensure legal certainty and predictability for de-
fendants with respect to the granting of jurisdiction to the UPC, concerns may
arise as to the application by the UPC of the jurisdiction rules of the Lugano
Convention. Indeed, with respect to defendants domiciled in the territory of a
State where the Lugano Convention but not the Brussels I Regulation applies
(Iceland, Norway and Switzerland), the possibility to be sued before the UPC at
a location situated in a Member State other than the one designated by the rules
of the Lugano Convention, such as «the place where the harmful event occurred
or may occur» – Article 5(3) – or the place of performance of the contractual ob-
ligation – Article 5(1) –, as a result of the internal allocation of competences with-
in the UPC, could undermine legal certainty and predictability, in the absence of
a similar clarification in the text of the Lugano Convention, establishing that the
UPC will have jurisdiction any time when a national court of one of its Contract-
ing Member States would have jurisdiction based on the rules of the Lugano
Convention.

Pursuant to Article 6 of the Brussels I Regulation (recast), the courts of each
Member State shall apply their own law to determine international jurisdiction if
the defendant is not domiciled in a Member State. From the perspective of the
evolution of the common jurisdiction rules of the Brussels system, it is particular-
ly significant that the proposed amendment extends the jurisdiction rules of the
Brussels I Regulation (recast) to third country defendants for matters which fall within the competence of the UPC, and complete those rules by creating an additional uniform subsidiary forum for disputes involving defendants domiciled outside the EU. Although the additional jurisdiction rule deserves particular attention, it is clear that the scope of the amendment to the Regulation is very limited, since the uniform regime with respect to defendants domiciled in third countries would only apply to the jurisdiction of the UPC.

Therefore, the basic goal in the reform proposal launched in 2010 by the Commission of establishing uniform rules in the Brussels I Regulation with respect to third country defendants remains unattained, and the failure in this respect of Regulation No 1215/2012 shall not be overcome by the new amendment. The preservation of different rules governing access to justice in the Member States with respect to disputes involving third State defendants in the matters covered by the Brussels I Regulation remains a significant failure in the evolution of the Regulation, in the light of the development of the judicial cooperation in civil matters having cross-border implications. Furthermore, it creates significant distortions between the jurisdiction rules and the provisions on recognition and enforcement of the Regulation that exclude the review of the jurisdiction of the court of the Member State of origin.

3. Jurisdiction over defendants domiciled in third States

3.1. The Commission Proposal of 26 July 2013 – Regarding the international jurisdiction of the UPC, the starting point of the Proposal is Article 71(b)(1) to be inserted in the Brussels I Regulation. According to that provision, jurisdiction is to be granted to the UPC where, under the Brussels I Regulation, the courts of a Member State party to the UPC Agreement have jurisdiction in a matter governed by the Agreement. This provision is in line with the reference made by Article 31 of the UPC Agreement to Regulation No 1215/2012. Furthermore, Article 71(b)(2) and (3) address the amendment of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) with respect to the international jurisdiction of the UPC in disputes involving defendants domiciled in third States. Therefore, these provisions will not be relevant vis-à-vis defendants domiciled in the EU – even if domiciled in a Member State that is not a Contracting Party to the UPC – or in Iceland, Norway and Switzerland, to the extent that the Lugano Convention applies.

First, Article 71(b)(2) envisages the extension of the jurisdiction rules of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) to third State defendants. It establishes that where the defendant is not domiciled in a Member State, and the Regulation does not otherwise confer jurisdiction over him – for instance, based on the exclusive juris-

---

diction laid down in Article 22(4) in proceedings concerned with the registration or validity of patents or on the basis of Article 25 on prorogation of jurisdiction —, the provisions of Chapter II of the Regulation apply as if the defendant was domiciled in a Member State. Furthermore, the provision allows for the possibility to apply to the UPC for provisional, including protective, measures allowed for in Article 35 of the Regulation in connection to third State defendants even if the courts of a third State have jurisdiction as to the substance of the matter.

Second, Article 71(b)(3) supplements the fora of the Regulation by establishing an additional ground of jurisdiction that would apply only where the defendant is not domiciled in a Member State and no court of a Member State has jurisdiction under the Regulation. Pursuant to Article 71(b)(3) of the Proposal, the UPC would have jurisdiction if: «a) property belonging to the defendant is located in a Member State party to the agreement establishing the common court; b) the value of the property is not insignificant compared to the value of the claim; c) the dispute has a sufficient connection with any Member State party to the agreement establishing the common court».

The reasons provided by the Commission in favour of the addition of this subsidiary ground of jurisdiction are the following: «The proposal provides that a non-EU defendant can be sued at the place where moveable assets belonging to him are located provided their value is not insignificant compared to the value of the claim and that the dispute has a sufficient connection with the Member State of the court seized. The forum of the location of assets balances the absence of the defendant in the Union. Such a rule currently exists in a sizeable group of Member States and has the advantage of ensuring that a judgment can be enforced in the State where it was issued. It is a rule which fits better in the general philosophy of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) than other rules of subsidiary jurisdiction such as those provided for in the Trademark and Design Regulations mentioned above which allow proceedings against third State defendants to be brought, in particular, before the courts of the Member State where the plaintiff is domiciled (forum actoris). An asset-based forum may ensure the jurisdiction of the Unified Patent Court and the Benelux Court of Justice in situations where the Regulation’s extended jurisdiction rules would not provide for jurisdiction and where such jurisdiction may be appropriate. For instance, with respect to the Unified Patent Court, the asset-based jurisdiction would ensure that the Court would have jurisdiction vis-à-vis a Turkish defendant infringing a European patent covering several Member States and Turkey».

Before addressing in Section 3.3, infra, the assessment of a forum based on the location of assets with respect to patent issues, it can be of interest to point out some misunderstandings that seem to underlie the justification given by the Commission concerning the proposed rule. In this connection, the Commission

\footnote{\textsuperscript{13} COM(2013) 554 final, at p. 6-7.}
stresses that a jurisdiction rule based on the presence of defendant’s assets in a Member States fits better than the fora established in the Trade Mark Regulation \(^{14}\) and in the Design Regulation \(^{15}\), which allow proceedings to be brought before the courts of the Member State where the plaintiff is domiciled. A comparison in such terms between the proposed rule and those jurisdiction provisions of the Trade Mark and Design Regulations seems inappropriate in the light of the different functions that those rules fulfil.

By contrast with the grounds of jurisdiction contained in the Trade Mark and Design Regulations, that allow proceedings to be brought in the courts of the Member State in which the plaintiff is domiciled, the provision envisaged in Article 71(b)(3) would determine the extent of the jurisdiction of the UPC. Thus, the rules of the Trade Mark and Design Regulations fulfil a somewhat different function, since they basically allocate jurisdiction to the courts of a Member State in situations that clearly (and on other grounds) fall within the international jurisdiction of the EU Member States.

For instance, it is true that Article 97(2) of Regulation No 207/2009 on the Community Trade Mark establishes that if the defendant is neither domiciled nor has an establishment in any of the Member States, certain proceedings shall be brought in the courts of the Member State in which the plaintiff is domiciled or in which he has an establishment. However, this provision and its alleged *forum actoris* have to be assessed taken into consideration that it only covers proceedings in respect of the actions and claims referred to in Article 96 of the Community Trade Mark Regulation. It basically encompasses proceedings resulting from infringement actions and actions in respect of threatened infringement relating to Community trademarks; actions for declaration of non-infringement of Community trademarks; and counterclaims for revocation or for a declaration of invalidity of a Community trademark. Since the proceedings refer to the infringement and validity of Community trademarks, it is undisputed that the courts of one or several Member States must have international jurisdiction to adjudicate such disputes, and hence the function of Article 97(2) of the Community Trade Mark Regulation is essentially to allocate jurisdiction among the Member States \(^{16}\). By contrast, the additional forum envisaged in the proposal for the amendment of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) determines the extent of the international jurisdiction of the UPC with regard to disputes involving third State defendants with respect to, for instance, the infringement of European patents outside the EU.

Such an aim of the new provision is also clearly acknowledged by the Commission in its justification of the proposed forum, since it states that the asset-


\(^{16}\) A similar conclusion may be reached with respect to Article 82 of the Community Design Regulation.
based jurisdiction would ensure that the UPC «would have jurisdiction vis-à-vis a Turkish defendant infringing a European patent covering several Member States and Turkey». If the ‘Turkish defendant’ is domiciled in the EU, the courts of a Member State (including the UPC) would have general jurisdiction on the basis of Article 4 Brussels I Regulation (recast). If a defendant domiciled in Turkey infringes a European patent in the EU, the courts of one or several Member States (including the UPC) would have jurisdiction based on Article 7(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast). Therefore, it has to be assumed that the Commission refers to the jurisdiction of the UPC to adjudicate the infringement in Turkey of a European patent validated in Turkey by a defendant domiciled in Turkey. Such an extension of the jurisdiction of the UPC on the basis of the envisaged new forum does not seem appropriate and lacks adequate justification by the Commission.

3.2. The general approach adopted by the Council of Ministers on 6 December 2013 – The text approved by the Justice Ministers as the Council’s general approach to the Proposal in December 2013, referred to in section I above, introduces some amendments to the Commission Proposal. Particularly, it inserts two new recitals – 4a and 5a – in the proposed Regulation and amends Article 71(b)(3) establishing the supplementary forum of the location of assets for defendants not domiciled in a Member State.

Those two recitals focus on the scope and application of the new jurisdiction rules and provide some additional clarification on its functioning. Recital 4a highlights that the amendments to the Brussels I Regulation (recast) deal only with the international jurisdiction of the UPC and do not affect the internal allocation of proceedings among the divisions of the UPC nor the arrangements concerning the exercise of jurisdiction during the transitional period foreseen in the UPC Agreement. In particular, Article 33 of the UPC Agreement regulates the competence of the divisions of the Court of First Instance. Although the coordination between the rules granting international jurisdiction to the UPC and the provisions on the internal allocation of competence within the UPC may raise difficulties, the application of the latter falls beyond the scope of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) and hence is not dealt with in its amendment.

Recital 5a is mainly intended to provide guidance as to the interpretation of the supplementary rule on jurisdiction for third State defendants laid down in the proposed new Article 71(b)(3) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast), and complements the amendments made by the Council into that provision. The text of Article 71(b)(3) approved by the Council is more precise than the Commission proposal as regards the disputes in which the additional ground may grant jurisdiction to the UPC where the defendant is not domiciled in a Member State.

Pursuant to the amended text of Article 71(b)(3), the supplementary jurisdiction would only apply where the UPC has jurisdiction under Chapter II of the Brussels I Regulation over a defendant not domiciled in a Member State «in a
dispute relating to an infringement of a European patent giving rise to damage within the Union», and the additional jurisdiction would only determine that the UPC «may also have jurisdiction in relation to damage arising outside the Union from such an infringement». Furthermore, under the revised text of the provision such a supplementary jurisdiction may only be established if property belonging to the defendant is located in a Member State party to the UPC Agreement and the dispute has a sufficient connection with such a Member State.

Recital 5a inserted by the Council expressly insists on the fact that the subsidiary rule of jurisdiction in Article 71(b)(3) would enable the UPC to hear disputes «in the specific case where an EU claimant brings proceedings against a third State defendant before a common court relating to an infringement of a European patent giving rise to damage as well inside as outside the Union». Although it raises new uncertainties with reference to the expression ‘EU claimant’ as the category of persons that may benefit from the additional ground of jurisdiction, the scope of the provision as approved by the Council is much more restricted than in the Commission proposal.

Furthermore, recital 5a provides specific guidance by referring to some of the factors that may be relevant in establishing that a dispute has sufficient connection with the Contracting State of the UPC Agreement where property belonging to the defendant is located as a condition to grant international jurisdiction to the UPC. In particular, as examples of relevant factors in that connection, the recital mentions the claimant’s domicile in that Contracting State or the availability there of evidence relating to the dispute. Furthermore, it refers to the need to consider the value of the property in question which should be likely to make the enforcement of the judgment possible, at least in part, in that Contracting State.

3.3. Assessment of the supplementary rule – The additional jurisdiction rule envisaged in Article 71(b)(3) has experienced a significant evolution between the Commission proposal and the text agreed by the Council. Although, in the light of the criticisms that the initial proposal received\(^{17}\), the evolution is to be welcome, the Council approach also raises doubts as to its convenience. The revised version of Article 71(b)(3) is intended to be applied to proceedings against a third State defendant brought before the UPC «relating to an infringement of a European patent giving rise to damage as well inside as outside the Union». For those situations, the envisaged rule establishes that the UPC «may also have jurisdiction in relation to damage arising outside the Union from such an infringement». This subsidiary rule seems intended to supplement the jurisdiction ground established in Article 7(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast), that in

\(^{17}\) See P.A. DE MIGUEL ASENSIO, La Propuesta de modificación del Reglamento 1215/2012 (Bruselas I bis) para su adaptación al Acuerdo sobre un Tribunal Unificado de Patentes, in La Ley Unión Europea, No 7, September 2013, p. 3-8.
matters relating to tort allows proceedings to be brought «in the courts for the place where the harmful event occurred or may occur».

According to the interpretation made by the Court of Justice of the parallel provision in Article 5(3) of the Brussels I Regulation – Article 7(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) –, the wording «place where the harmful event occurred or may occur» covers both the place where the damage occurred and the place of the event giving rise to it, so that the defendant may be sued, at the option of the applicant, in the courts for either of those places 18. Furthermore, in relation to the application of those two connecting factors, the Court has held that, by contrast with the limited scope of jurisdiction of the courts of the place where the damage occurs 19, the courts of the place where the event giving rise to the damage occurred have jurisdiction to award damages for all of the harm caused by the infringement 20.

Therefore, if the place where the event giving rise to an infringement of a European patent that also produces damages outside the Union is located in a Contracting State to the UPC Agreement, it seems that the UPC could have unrestricted jurisdiction over the whole infringement on the basis of Article 7(2) Brussels I Regulation (recast) without the need of a supplementary rule. By contrast, if the event giving rise to the damage outside the EU as a result of the infringement of a European patent is not located in a Contracting State to the UPC, according to the case law of the ECJ those situations typically have to be regarded as different infringements. As regards States that participate in the Munich Convention but are non-contracting States to the UPC, it seems relevant to recall that the Court of Justice considered that it is clear from Articles 2(2) and 64(1) of the Munich Convention that a European patent continues to be governed by the national law of each of the States for which it has been granted, and in accordance with Article 64(3) of the Convention, any action for infringement of a European patent must be examined in the light of the relevant national law in force in each of the States for which it has been granted 21. Infringement proceedings concerning at the same time a European patent within the Union and

---

19 ECJ, 19 April 2012, case C-523/10, Wintersteiger cit., para 25; 3 October 2013, case C-170/12, Pinckney cit., para 37.
20 See ECJ, 7 March 1995, C-68/93, Shevill v. Presse Alliance, para 33; 25 October 2010, C-509/09 and C-161/10, eDate Advertising v. Martinez, para 42; and on the determination of the place where the event giving rise to the damage occurred, 19 April 2012, C-523/10, Wintersteiger cit., paras 30 et seq.
outside the Union refer in practice to different infringements. In these circumstances, the extension of the jurisdiction of the UPC to adjudicate a patent infringement outside the EU on the basis of an asset-related supplementary ground of jurisdiction, where the UPC has no jurisdiction under Chapter II of the Brussels I Regulation (recast), seems controversial.

Additionally, the connecting factor established in Article 71(b)(3) seems questionable, in particular with regard to disputes concerning patent infringements. The text approved by the Council has also introduced some improvements in this respect, since it allows jurisdiction to be established if property belonging to the defendant is located in a Member State party to the UPC Agreement and the dispute has a sufficient connection with that Member State. Notwithstanding this, recourse to such connecting factor in that provision seems to raise reasonable objections.

A forum based on the location of property may be appropriate for some disputes. In fact the 2010 Commission Proposal to amend Regulation No 44/2001 intended to add a new special jurisdiction rule in the Regulation granting jurisdiction to the courts of the place where the property is situated as regards rights in rem or possession in moveable property. However, that special forum was finally not included and Article 71(b)(3) is not based on that provision but on the failed subsidiary jurisdiction rule envisaged in the 2010 Proposal concerning jurisdiction over third State defendants. The need for additional grounds of jurisdiction with respect to such defendants, including a more flexible approach as to the functioning of the jurisdiction rules and the creation of a forum necessitatis (as envisaged in the 2010 Commission Proposal to reform the Brussels I Regulation), could be appropriate when addressing the jurisdiction over disputes involving defendants domiciled outside the EU. However, Article 71(b)(3) does not fit that purpose.

Although in some Member States there are rules that enable jurisdiction to be founded on the presence within the forum country of assets belonging to the defendant, recourse to such a connecting factor seems particularly questionable to grant jurisdiction to the UPC over infringements of European patents in third States. It should be recalled that this subsidiary rule of jurisdiction only applies to situations where the UPC lacks jurisdiction over such infringements pursuant to the grounds established in Chapter II of the Regulation, and does not refer to tangible property that is directly related to the infringement action. The location of

---


24 Although in other EU Member States the presence within the forum of property belonging to the defendant may also be one of the traditional bases of jurisdiction under national law, it has not been applied to cases of infringement of foreign intellectual property rights, see J.J. FAWCETT, P. TORREMANS, Intellectual Property and Private International Law, 2nd ed., Oxford, 2011, p. 282.
property directly related to an infringement, such as infringing articles – including goods seized as a control measure – would be relevant to grant jurisdiction under Article 7(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast). Also under Chapter II of the Regulation provisional measures can be adopted, for instance, against goods that have to be disposed of outside the channels of commerce or destroyed. Granting additional jurisdiction to the UPC over the infringement of third-State (although European) patents on the basis that the defendant has assets unrelated to the infringement in a Contracting State to the UPC, should generally be regarded not only as an exorbitant ground of jurisdiction but also as inappropriate for disputes over the infringement of patent rights. This conclusion seems supported by the sets of principles concerning jurisdiction in intellectual property disputes drafted in recent years, in particular by the American Law Institute\textsuperscript{25} and the European Max-Planck Group on Conflict of Laws in Intellectual Property\textsuperscript{26}.

The exorbitant nature of the jurisdiction ground is reinforced by the view that a sufficient connection between the asset based forum and the dispute may be established when the claimant is domiciled there, as stated in Recital 5a previously discussed. Additionally, such exorbitant ground of jurisdiction is intended to be applied in circumstances in which the country where the patent is infringed (and possibly where the defendant is also domiciled) is a Contracting State to the Munich Convention that obviously has a particular closer connection with the dispute that relates to a patent infringement in its territory. It is to be noted that if the event giving rise to the alleged infringement is located in a Contracting State to the UPC – and this could be particularly helpful in relation to evidence –, the UPC would normally be competent to adjudicate the infringement on the basis of Article 7(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast).

4. \textit{Lis pendens}

The Proposal envisages the inclusion of Article 71(c) in the Brussels I Regulation, establishing that the rules on \textit{lis pendens} and related actions of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) apply between the UPC and the courts of non-Contracting Member States (and the national courts of a Member State party to the UPC Agreement during the transitional period). Therefore, the amendment does not

\textsuperscript{25} The American Law Institute, \textit{ALI Principles – Intellectual Property: Principles Governing Jurisdiction, Choice of Law, and Judgments in Transnational Disputes}, 2008. Section 207 ALI Principles containing the list of «Insufficient Grounds for Jurisdiction over Transnational Disputes», refers in the first place to «the presence in that State of tangible property belonging to the defendant, except when the dispute is directly related to that property», see especially comment b) to Section 207.

review the provisions of Articles 29 to 32 of the Brussels I Regulation (recast). It merely extends their application to cover proceedings brought in the UPC.

A traditional concern in patent litigation in Europe has been recourse to mirror proceedings as a delaying technique, in particular in situations in which a potential infringer brings an action for a declaration of non-infringement in the courts of a Member State of the Brussels I Regulation with a view to delaying or blocking a potential infringement claim by the patent right holder. In this connection, an action for infringement and an action for declaration of non-infringement involve the same cause of action for the purposes of Article 29 of the Brussels I Regulation (recast). However, the strict priority given to the court first seized under the Brussels I Regulation, regardless of the length of the proceedings, only applies to the extent that both claims refer to patent rights for the same territory. In this regard, the territory covered by a European patent with unitary effect is to be regarded as a single territory, since European patents with unitary effect have unitary character and equal effect in all the participating Member States, in accordance with the provisions of Regulation (EU) No 1257/2012 of 17 December 2012 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of the creation of unitary patent protection.

Regarding the application of Article 29 of the Brussels I Regulation (recast), by virtue of the proposed new Article 71(c), where proceedings are brought in the UPC and in a court of a Member State not party to the UPC Agreement (or a court of a Member State during the transitional period), it may be worth noting that the recent case-law of the ECJ has established that for the purposes of determining the jurisdiction of national courts, an action for a negative declaration cannot be excluded from the scope of Article 5(3) of Regulation No 44/2001. Furthermore, the ECJ has confirmed that the expression «place where the harmful event occurred or may occur» in Article 5(3) of the Brussels I Regulation covers both the place where the damage occurred and the place of the event giving rise to that damage and, as a consequence, the defendant may be sued, at the option of the applicant, in the courts of either of those places. Therefore, under the case-law of the ECJ it is possible that courts establish on the basis of Article 7(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) their jurisdiction to determine claims for a declaration of non-infringement of patent rights concerning territories beyond the forum. Although its significance in the context of patent litigation seems limited, this trend may increase the likelihood of parallel proceedings involving the
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same cause of actions as well as the potential significance of the strict rule in Article 29 of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) as an instrument to block proceedings either before the UPC (in situations where the place of the event giving rise to the damage is located in a Member State bound by the Regulation but not party to the UPC Agreement and the damage occurs – at least partially – in other European States) or before the courts of a Member State.

5. Recognition and enforcement of judgments

Pursuant to Article 82 of the UPC Agreement, the decisions and orders of the UPC shall be enforceable in any Contracting Member State. Therefore, recognition or declaration of enforceability of such decisions and orders are not necessary in the Member States parties to the UPC Agreement. Furthermore, according to Article 34 of the UPC Agreement, the territorial scope of decisions of the UPC shall cover, in the case of a European patent, the territory of those Contracting Member States for which the European patent has effect. Notwithstanding this, it is to be noted that, as a general rule, the territorial scope of a prohibition against infringement of a patent is to be determined both by reference to the territorial jurisdiction of the court hearing the case and to the territorial extent of the proprietor’s exclusive right which is adversely affected by the infringement.

Article 82 of the UPC Agreement establishes that the enforcement procedures shall be governed by the law of the Contracting Member State where the enforcement takes place, and that any decision of the UPC shall be enforced under the same conditions as a decision given in the Contracting Member State where the enforcement takes place. This is consistent with the idea that since decisions and orders of the UPC are enforceable in all Contracting States to the UPC Agreement, they are incorporated in the respective legal orders and they have to be treated for enforcement purposes as judgments of the State where enforcement is sought. Furthermore, Article 82(4) provides for a specific enforcement measure, by establishing that if a party does not comply with the terms of an order of the UPC, that party may be sanctioned with a recurring penalty payable to the UPC.

These provisions are intended to regulate enforcement proceedings but not the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. In fact, Member States of the EU lack competence to conclude international conventions on recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments concerning patent claims covered by the Brussels I Regulation.

As regards recognition and enforcement, the new provision intended to be inserted in the Brussels I Regulation (recast) is Article 71(d)(1). It establishes that the Regulation shall apply to the judgments given by the UPC which are to be
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recognised and enforced in a Member State not party to the UPC Agreement. Therefore, the provisions on recognition and enforcement of the Regulation shall be applicable to judgments rendered by the UPC, including those adopted on the basis of the special jurisdiction rule for defendants not domiciled in a Member State. Furthermore, Article 71(d)(1)(b) confirms that the Regulation is also to be applied to judgments given by the courts of a Member State not party to the UPC Agreement which are to be recognised and enforced in a Member State party to that Agreement. The latter provision could be regarded as redundant, since the application of the Regulation to those situations seems undisputed in the light of the scope of the Regulation.

The new Article 71(d)(2) added by the Council confirms that the Regulation shall not apply to the recognition and enforcement of judgments given by a common court where such recognition and enforcement is sought in a Member State party to the Agreement establishing the common court. As already noted, by virtue of Article 82 of the UPC Agreement, the decisions and orders of the UPC shall be enforceable in any Contracting Member State.

As already mentioned, Article 82(4) of the UPC Agreement refers to a specific method of enforcement by establishing that if a party does not comply with the terms of an order of the Court, that party may be sanctioned with a recurring penalty payment payable to the Court. In relation to the recognition and enforcement of such measures in a Member State not party to the UPC Agreement, it is noteworthy that, with respect to the similar enforcement measure established in Paragraph 890 of the German Civil Procedure Code, the ECJ has already established that the Brussels I Regulation applies to the recognition and enforcement of a decision of a court or tribunal that contains an order to pay a fine in order to ensure compliance with a judgment given in a civil and commercial matter. Therefore, the fact that the penalty is to be payable to the Court does not affect its inclusion in the scope of the Brussels I Regulation which is determined by the nature of the subjective right that the enforcement measure serves to protect. Moreover, the case-law of the ECJ has already established that where the national law of the requested Member State does not contain a coercive measure similar to a periodic penalty payment to ensure compliance with a prohibition against further infringement, the objective pursued by that measure must be attained by the court of the requested Member State by having recourse to the relevant provisions of its national law which are such as to ensure that the prohibition is complied with in an equivalent manner. Article 54 of the Brussels I
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Regulation (recast) addresses this issue by imposing, to the extent possible, the adaptation of the measure or order unknown in the law of the requested State to a measure or an order known in that law that has equivalent effects and which pursues similar aims and interests. Furthermore, Article 54(2) of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) grants any party the possibility to challenge such adaptation before a court.